EMR Training sessions are held in **A139 Life Sciences Building**. The classroom is in the basement level of the A-wing (north side near the construction). We have included snapshots from the Interactive Campus Map below.

If you wish to access it directly it is located online at [http://maps.msu.edu/interactive/index.php?location=clc#reset](http://maps.msu.edu/interactive/index.php?location=clc#reset)

You may also access other printed map copies and driving directions from [http://maps.msu.edu/](http://maps.msu.edu/)

Due to construction you will not be able to enter through the front of the building.

Detailed information about the construction project is available from [http://construction.msu.edu/index.cfm/projects/bott-building/](http://construction.msu.edu/index.cfm/projects/bott-building/)

- Mid-June: The sidewalk located on the west side of the building is expected to close; the detour will reroute pedestrian traffic to the east side of the Clinical Center.
- Entry to the Life Science building will be restricted to the east/west entrances; the north entrance will be closed. However, the east entrance is recommended.
If you have an MSU Parking Permit then parking is available in lot 92 and a few spots are available along the east and south sides of the building. If you do not have an MSU Parking Permit you may park in lot 100 and you will be given a token in training.

Lots 96 and 90 are designated for Patient Parking Only, please park elsewhere.

You will be entering the building from the south east side near the loading dock area. There is a sidewalk that runs from the Clinical Center to the Life Science building (that is not shown in the map above).

Once you enter the building proceed down the hall to the first hallway and turn right. Go through the first set of double doors and you will see an exit out of the building. There are photos of Deans in the hallway proceed through the next set of double-doors.

There will be an entry door labeled A139 on your right, go down the stairs and turn right and follow the hallway down to the classroom entry on your right.

Please email any questions to emrtraining@hc.msu.edu.